Lakeshore East Rail Corridor

Construction Notice

Scarborough Golf Club Road Grade
Separation Project Update
Information as of March 16, 2022
PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Lakeshore East GO corridor is
Metrolinx’s second busiest rail line. We’re
transforming this corridor to bring more
trips along the line for those traveling from
and to Toronto. Frequent GO rail service
will offer more service with faster trains and
seamless connections to a regional rapid
transit network.
Across this corridor, crews are conducting
preparatory work to widen the corridor and
build infrastructure to allow for future fourth
track and electrification work.
UPDATE
The Scarborough Golf Club Road Grade Separation has been de-scoped and indefinitely deferred.
NEXT STEPS
Every public level crossing across the Metrolinx network has vehicular gates with flashing lights on
either side of the approaches. These measures provide drivers an indication of when the crossing
is active and are lowered in advance of the train’s approach. Once the train has safely cleared the
crossing, the gate moves out of the way.
In addition to the existing safety features at the current level crossing, plans are underway to
implement enhanced measures such as installation of pedestrian maze gates, trespass mats and
improving visibility by painting yellow hatching on the crossing. We will continue to update the
community with our progress and project plans in the area.
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Examples of safety mitigations:

Yellow hatching on both sides

LED lighting at level crossing

GO EXPANSION CORRIDOR WORK
Metrolinx will continue to invest in the Lakeshore East rail corridor. Future work includes track
upgrades and the installation of electrification infrastructure to allow for the future operation of
quieter, cost effective and environmentally friendly electric trains.
Metrolinx's GO Expansion program will transform transportation along the Lakeshore East
corridor. Faster, more frequent, quieter service is coming to all stations on the Lakeshore line.
THANK YOU
We thank you for representing your community and sharing important feedback and highlighting
your concerns. We value your input and will continue to inform the public as we work in your
community in the coming years.
If you have questions, please reach out to us at TorontoEast@metrolinx.com and we can answer
your question or arrange a discussion.
For the latest information on what is happening in your area, please subscribe to our newsletter at
www.metrolinx.com/subscribe
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